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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE – MEETING SNAPSHOT 

Here’s a brief overview of the key decisions made and matters discussed by the Student Representative Committee 
on 29 June 2017. 

Overview 

The full minutes of this meeting will also be on the website once they are ratified at the next meeting of the SRC 
(this will be held on 24 July 2017).  The minutes are the formal record of the decisions made by the SRC, but the 
outline below gives you an overview of the important issues dealt with at the latest meeting. 

Decisions made by the SRC 

The SRC made the following decisions: 

 Meeting Preference for 2017: The Student Representative Committee decided to keep the existing 2017 
meeting dates set by the previous SRC, alternating between Mondays and Thursdays between 5:30 pm and 
7:30 pm. 

 Improved Dialogue With Student Body: The Student Representative Committee voted to: 

o Appoint a member to be responsible for providing information on SRC meetings (SRC will receive advice 

on how this position can be appointed). 

o Give in principle approval for a representative from Grapeshot to attend SRC meetings as an observer, 

subject to approving an agreed set of parameters and protocols between Grapeshot and the SRC at the next 

SRC meeting (James Cummins will set up a meeting between the SRC’s Marketing Sub-Committee and 

Grapeshot to discuss this further). 

 Proposal for Reduction Of Terms Of Service: The Student Representative Committee agreed to 

recommend that the term of office for the Assistant Chairperson, Treasurer & Assistant Secretary should be 

changed from two years to six months from the date of appointment (this decision needs a formal change to the 

SRC Constitution). 

 S2 2017 O-WEEK: The Student Representative Committee allocated up to $10,000 to pay for activities 
planned by the SRC for Session 2 O-Week. 

 Study Material Grants: The Student Representative Committee allocated $10,000 for a one (1) year trial 

period to the Equity Unit for a study materials equity scheme – this will help eligible students to purchase 

textbooks and other study materials. 

Other Matters 

SRC also: 

 Received information about items still not resolved from previous SRC meetings and noted those issues that 
need to be chased up; 

 Noted that Sub-Committee members need to appoint a Chair for each sub-committee and prepare reports for 
the next SRC meeting; and 

 Izzie Weerasooriya volunteered to be the Chair of the Marketing Sub-Committee. 

 


